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SEO Checklist
Quick Cheat Sheet to Help You Keep Track of SEO Tasks

Search the Guide

Starter SEO Checklist

Use this checklist to keep track of your SEO tasks as you work the most important �rst set of SEO tasks for

your website. 

Task Best Practices Status

Register Custom Domain Memorable, represents my

brand, trustworthy general TLD

or ccTLD for a speci�c country

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Initial Keyword Research Identify basic phrases relevant

to business and brand, make a
1. In progress     ____
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list of valuable keywords to use

on site

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Optimize Page URLs Short, semantic URLs with

keywords and relevant to page

topic, no keyword stu�ng

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Custom Title Tags on Each Page Descriptive, relevant to page

topic, contains main keywords,

no keyword stu�ng 50-60

characters

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Custom Meta Tags on Each

Page

Descriptive, motivational,

relevant to page topic, 150-160

characters, contains main

keywords, no keyword stu�ng

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Add Unique Content to Each

Page

Unique to your business,

personality or brand, provides

value, answers question or need

of customers/visitors, contains

keywords and related topics

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Check Internal Links Navigation menu is clear and

represents logical site

architecture, internal text links

point to the most valuable

pages for visitors

1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____

3. Complete        ____

Submit Your Site to Google

Search Console

Submit both www and non-

www versions
1. In progress     ____

2. Blocked             ____
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3. Complete        ____

NEXT ARTICLE: KEYWORD RESEARCH
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